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General Installation Guide

• The installation of this heating product must be in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions and the regulations of the authority 

having jurisdiction, failure to do so will result in a voided warranty.

• Caution must be taken to guard against risk of electric shock, fire and bodily injury during installation of this product. Only 

Manufacture or designated service agent may install this cut to measure unit.

• All Floors & Subfloors must be prepared in accordance to ANSI specifications. All masonry, adhesives, moisture barriers and bonding 

agents used in the installation must be fully cured prior to energizing the product for the first time. All components must be recognized 

and rated for their use in the unit. Adequate insulation must be present to contain HAZARDOUS LIVE voltage on the top and bottom of 

the heating unit. Insulating material must withstand temperatures of normal operation and be flame resistant.

• The film should never be installed directly on to a concrete subfloor without a moisture barrier and a minimal thermal barrier in place. 

Adequate spacing must be placed between the “Live and Neutral” bare-metal parts, including bare-metal clamps onto the copper bus 

bars, which connect to the cord conductors. The distance between the “Live” and “Neutral” must be at least 3.0 mm apart and at least 

5.5mm from bare and or grounded metal.

• The installation of this heating product and the associated electrical harnesses and adders must always be connected to a dedicated 

electrical circuit. You should never “piggy back” off of another local circuit as it can result in sporadic problems, void the film warranty 

and or cause damage to the system and structure.

• You should always Indicate and label (including the voltage) the electrical panel as to which dedicated circuit is used for the electric 

floor heating system.

• Never use sharp hand tools that can penetrate beyond the depth of the flooring or power tools to clean out grout lines. Cleaning out 

grout lines with sharp tools or power tools may cause damage to the film and will void the warranty.

 • All Installations must fall between the following (The lowest ambient air temperature must be above 10 ˚ C or 50 ˚ F and must not 

exceed 49 ˚ C or 120 ˚F. Failure to do so will cause the film to be installed improperly and will result in sporadic problems with the 

system and could result in damage to the film or structure.

• The maximum bend radius of the film should not exceed 90 ˚ degrees. Do not crease the film.

•  All electrical work must be installed in accordance with Article 424 Part IX of the National Electric Code (NEC) ANSI/NFPA 

70. “STATEMENT OF NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE PRODUCT COMPLIANCE (NEC). This product from the Carbonic Heat ™ 

Corporation, is compliant to Article 424, Part IX of the National Electric Code (NEC), “Electric Radiant Heating Panels and Heating 

Panel Sets” and as a Heating Panel Set. Electrical installations must use a Terminal Junction Assembly manufactured only by the 

Carbonic Heat™ Corporation per NEC 424.96 (2)”

• The system shall be installed with a disconnect in the form of a breaker at the main breaker box. It should never be wired direct. 

The appliance shall be disconnected from its power source during service and when replacing parts. This includes service on the 

thermostat. A protection circuit that disconnects both poles of the supply within one cycle of the supply frequency when the heating 

element insulation is penetrated. All systems should be installed with a GFI compliant thermostat and or breaker / disconnect. The 

supply cord cannot be replaced. If the cord is damaged the appliance should be scrapped.

• Dispose of all waste materials appropriately – PROTECT OUR ENVIROMENT

• The installation of the heating panel system shall be accordance with the regulations of all authorities having jurisdiction and CE 

system.
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The custom made Carbonic Heat MultiFloor film is constructed of two separate sheets of a polyethylene based type plastic that are laminated 

together around a custom layering process of highly resistive carbon. The outer layer itself is made up of a non woven mat of PET plastic (type 

of polyethylene). This outer layer is thermally bonded to the exterior of the film, thus providing an excellent bonding surface that many types of 

adhesives and masonry based products such as thin- set and cement can adhere to. The copper “bus bars”, which are strategically positioned 

within the film, run the entire length of the product and are the primary electrical conductors. The ends of the buss bars, are where the factory 

provided electrical terminations will be affixed during the installation (this is covered later in this guide under “Connections & Tapping Proce-

dures”). As Electricity flows between the buss bars, and then through the highly resistive carbon layer, friction in the form of resistance produces 

the far infrared heat that you feel. The film can be thought of as a continuous array of resistors, connected in parallel by the copper bus bars. It 

is important to note the following information: As the length of a sheet of material increases:

 • The total resistance decreases.

 • The current increases.

The system can be wired for 110-120 VAC, 208 or 220-240 VAC. It is important to note which type of power will be used during the planning 

portion of your system so that the proper harnesses and adders are used during the installation. When you are using 208, 220-240 VAC as your 

power source, you will be using only the outer two buss bars of each panel. When you are using 110-120 VAC as your power source, the middle 

buss bars are used as well as the outer bars.

The product includes three areas for nailing and stapling if deemed necessary for the installation of the product. These areas are the two white 

outer edge strips and the white center “Cut Line” strip. These strips are non-conducting and non-heat generating. All fasteners used to secure 

the film to the subfloor (excluding adhesives), including staples or nails that are to be used must only be placed through these provided areas 

and not in the active carbon (Gray) heating areas. Failure to do so can cause problems with the system and / or damage the film and associated 

areas including the building structure. 

The film is usually supplied in a roll from the factory; however it is not uncommon that the system be sold in precut lengths. For more information 

please speak with your distributor or vendor to see what other options are available for your specific needs. The film can be field cut to length, 

if off of a larger roll. It can be cut to half the width (one panel), in order to accommodate the layout of a given installation such as two and a half 

sheets for example: Two full sheets and one half sheet. The measuring scheme for the film is as follows: 1 linear foot = 3.2 square feet.
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So for example then if you measured a run of film that was ten linear feet , then you total film calculation would be 32 square feet of film.

The product can typically reach temperatures of up to 104ºF. The systems temperature is normally controlled by using a dual Input Ther-

mostat, which provides control from both a floor sensor and from the ambient air temperature. Floor sensors are usually installed under the 

flooring on a non active section of the film. Installation of the floor sensor is covered later in this guide. Note that it is not necessary to install

the floor sensor for the system to operate, as some installation scenarios’ are not conducive to this approach. It will operate in a ambient 

only configuration. 

 It is allowed to butt sheets side-by-side and wire them together. White, non heating areas are allowed to be trimmed off the material. The 

film can be installed with some space between sheets, if deemed necessary; however it should be noted that cold spots will form if the gap 

is too great for the thermal heat expansion to overlap. The thermal expansion for this product is roughly one and a half to two inches from

the edge of the active heating area, depending upon the size and voltage of the installation. Under no circumstances should the active 

areas (gray in color) of the film be allowed to overlap it-self or one another, other than the white areas as needed. Additional sheets can and 

should be added to cover an entire floor surface. All of the harnesses and their associated adders are / will be wired together in parallel

using the factory supplied Harnesses, Adder Harnesses and Jumpers, as part of the Heating Panel Set. Only use original OEM products 

when installing this film. The film may be installed with the label / logo facing up or down, however it has been noted that installing the sys-

tem face up aids in the application of the moisture barrier. The film, when installed properly, carries a 35 year prorated warranty protecting 

the film and factory authorized OEM products listed below:

• Film

• Electrical connection Harnesses

• Electrical connection Adders

• Carbonic Heat Tape

• Carbonic 600 KVA Splice Tape

The following items are not covered under the prorated warranty by Carbonic Heat and are covered by their associated vendors or manu-

factures:

• Honeywell Thermostats (Factory warranty Included from Honeywell, see packaging for details)

• Work performed by a general contractor in relation to this product (Craftsmanship)

• Work performed by a flooring contractor in relation to this product (Craftsmanship)

• Work performed by an electrical contractor in relation to this product (Craftsmanship)

Please note that it is your responsibility to ensure that all trades and work to be done are completed by certified and reputable companies 

that are insured and bonded in accordance with national and local industry standards. 

Floor & Subfloor Preparation
The following section outlines the preparation required prior to installing the film. The following are a list of items you may need to complete 

the preparation requirements: 

• Broom and dust pan • Vacuum •Mop and associated mop supplies •Painters tape • Marker or Pencil • Tape Measure

In addition to these items mentioned above, depending upon the sub floor you may require the following items as well: 

Concrete subfloors or slab on grade: 
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•Masonry or concrete patch for divots, holes or recesses located in the floor

• Masonry products necessary to float or level the floor   • Moisture Barrier    • Thermal Barrier

 •The associated proper tools for the masonry work to be completed such as buckets, troughs, gloves, water, etc. 

Plywood subfloors or elevated pier and beam structures:

 •Plywood for divots, holes or recesses located in the floor     •Products necessary to float or level the floor such as cement board

 •Moisture Barrier  •Thermal Barrier  •The associated proper tools for the mill work to be completed such as saws, fasteners,

  levels, gloves, hammers, staple guns, etc. 

Preparation notes for poured concrete subfloors and Slab on Grade installations:

 •Carbonic Heat™ should NOT be installed directly onto concrete subfloors that are slab on grade.

 •All concrete subfloors MUST be sealed for moisture protection to prevent wicking.

• A thermal insulation barrier of some type must be installed between the concrete subfloor and the film to prevent heat loss. It is a common     

trait that masonry subfloors will want to absorb the radiant heat, thus limiting the effectiveness of the product. For full thermal  protection 

from wasted energy and heat loss it is imperative to use either a cork underlayment or rubber underlayment.

• The floor must be swept clean of all particles and debris.

• Mopping the area with a lightly damp mop will ensure no debris will be left behind, allowing time for the area to dry thoroughly before  

continuing.

• All holes, divots or recesses in the subfloor will need to be patched using an appropriate indoor / outdoor masonry product.

• Patches or fixes to the floors must be completely cured and hardened according to the manufactures installation instructions and proce    

dures prior to the installation of the moisture barrier and thermal insulation barrier.

• There should be no items or protrusions sticking up from the sub floor that could impact or cause damage to the film such as nails, rebar, 

or other such protrusions that could pierce the film.

Moisture Barriers & Sealing Subfloors
There is a large variety of moisture sealing applications available on the market today. Any time an installation will go near a wet area it is 

recommended to use a moisture barrier and water proofer product. Areas such as kitchens, bathrooms, mud rooms and laundry rooms are 

good examples of possible wet areas. The application of liquid based products that harden such as RedGuard™ or MVP™ by Bostik , Hy-

droban ™by Laticreet and form a type of hardened shell like coating that can adhere directly to the various subfloors as a moisture barrier 

has produced good results. When applied appropriately according to manufactures specifications, it will also aid as a slight crack prevention 

method for shifting foundations. Follow the manufactures guidelines for the product of your choice when installing the moisture barrier to

the subfloor. 

Installing a Thermal Barrier
The advantages regarding the use of thermal insulation or a thermal barrier cannot be understated. While it is only required that an installa-

tion on concrete or slab on grade have a thermal barrier, it is only optional on plywood or decked installations. The thermal insulation must 

be applied or installed below the heating film but above the subfloor. Preferred insulation barriers are usually no thinner than a 1/8th of an

inch, but the best results come from barriers that are ¼ of an inch thick. The following are a list of recommended underlayment products: 
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• Cork, available in various thickness by roll or sheet     • Closed cell rubber sheeting

• Radiant rated carpet padding (for carpet or rug installations only)  

The following are not approved for use as a thermal barrier: 

 •Insulation barriers containing aluminum                       •Insulation barriers made of or with metallic paint

•Non radiant rated carpet padding ( For carpet or rug installations only)

Failure to thermally insulate a concrete subfloor will cause the subfloor to act as a heat sink for heat generated by the film. This will result in 

a reduction of floor heat and an increase in operating cost to the user. Since very few slabs on grade are thermally insulated in the southern 

part of North America, the ground becomes an additional heat sink to remove heat generated by the heating film. Note: This effect

applies to ALL heating products installed on the surface of concrete subfloors. Cork is usually the preferred underlayment of choice when 

working on concrete, where as the final flooring will be under tile as it has les flex / or give and is a harder surface. It is typically installed by 

adhering the cork underlayment to the subfloor by using an indoor / outdoor marine grade carpet adhesive. Follow all manufactures recom-

mendations and specifications when using adhesives and glues. 

Installing a Thermal Barrier
IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO COMPLETELY READ THIS BEFORE INSTALLING THE PRODUCT

ALL REQUIRED INSPECTIONS MUST BE COMPLETED BEFORE COVERING THE FILM INSTALLATION.

• The installation of this heating product must be in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions and the regulations of the authority   

having jurisdiction.

• Caution must be taken to guard against risk of electric shock, fire and bodily injury during installation of this product.

• This product shall be installed only by qualified personnel who are familiar with the construction and operation of the apparatus and any 

risks involved.

• Thin set used in the installation must be cured before energizing the product.

• The installation of this heating product must be connected to a dedicated electrical circuit.

• Indicate and label on the electrical panel which circuit is used for the electric floor heating system.

• Must be installed in accordance with Article 424 Part IX of the National Electric Code (NEC) ANSI/NFPA 70. 

STATEMENT OF NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE COMPLIANCE (NEC).

This product from Carbonic Heat Corporation is compliant to Article 424 Part IX of the National Electric Code (NEC) “Electric Radiant 

Heating Panels and Heating Panel Sets” and as a Heating Panel Set. The Electrical installation must use a Terminal Junction Assembly and 

Accessories manufactured by Carbonic Heat Corporation per NEC 424.96 (2).

Supplies and Tools Required for Installation

You will find the following list of tools help when working with the electrical portion of the system:

•Hammer or a Mallet     • Digital Multi-meter • Wire cutters for Romex™ and 14 to 16 gauge wire       • Wire strippers for Romex™ and 14 to 

16 gauge wire           • 1” X 1” x 6” or 1” X 6” Dowel / wood stock for crimping      •Heavy duty wide mouth crimpers

• Fish tape                 •Scissors               •Tape Measure
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#1 Standard Thermostat - Includes floor sensor, Dual Mode control of floor and air temperature.

#2 Sealing Tape - 2 ½” wide provides waterproof seal over terminals and “open” end of film. Do not Substitute!

#3 Electrical Tape No.810 Special 1 ½” width makes it easy to insulate terminals with a single piece of tape 8kV dielectric constant – with a 

higher rating than conventional electrical tape – Do not Substitute!

#4 J- HARNESS Terminal Junction Assembly – Insulation piercing terminals. Cold lead wires available in 12 and 24 foot lengths. 

Harnesses are available as follows:

 “J” Configuration: Connections run one direction from the cold lead (Fig 1).

 “T” Configuration: Connectors run in both directions from the cold lead (Fig 2).

Multiple Sheet Harness

 •Both configurations are available pre-wired for multiple sheets side by side

 •Cold lead wires are provided for connection to a thermostat. The lead is 12 feet (measured from corner of the film) with an optional 24 foot      

length available for purchase (double length)

 •Multi Sheet Harnesses to provide simple installation for as many side by side sheets as required

Available Voltage Options:

 •110-120vac: 6 terminals per sheet – utilizes the middle bus bar of each panel

 •208/220-240vac: 4 terminals per sheet – uses outer bus bars of each panel

NOTE: 6” of cold lead wire MUST be left inside the thermostat junction box for code compliance. It is allowed to cut the cold lead shorter to 

accommodate the installation.

Adders

The harness wiring can be extended to connect additional widths of film by using a harness adder. Each adder has terminals to connect to 

the bus bars of a full width of film. The standard adder kit includes two (2) butt connectors for use in connecting to the free leads of adjacent 

harnesses. 

NOTE: Adders are for field modification and not necessary if a Multiple Sheet Harness is used. 

Jumpers

If it is necessary to connect a significant gap between harnesses and Adders, or between Adders, a Jumper can be butt spliced in between. 

Jumpers are available from Carbonic Heat as an optional component of a Terminal Junction Assembly for the Heating Panel Set installation.

NOTE: FIELD WIRING INDEPENDENT OF THESE TERMINAL JUNCTION ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS IS ONLY ALLOWED IF COMPLI-

ANT WITH THE NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE (NEC). The electrical installation must use a Terminal Junction to be considered a Heating 

Panel Set per the National Electric Code (Article 424 Part IX) and is a required part of the installation procedures. The film can only be 

installed on a dedicated electrical circuit(s), not to exceed 80% of the breaker’s rated capacity. Power is used @15 watts per sq. ft

of film with a thermal output of 51 BTU per sq. ft.
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Thermostat Junction Box

A Junction Box must be installed for the thermostat connection to the line voltage. 

Conduit for Cold Leads and Floor Sensor

Conduit for the running the cold leads and floor sensor wire to the thermostat junction box must be installed. In the remodeling of an exist-

ing structure, flexible plastic ENT conduit, as shown at right, is a common solution. Check your local codes to see what is available for your 

area.

Thermostats (Honeywell / OJ Electronics) for Radiant Floor Heating Panels

The maximum load allowed on the thermostat is 15 amps. The maximum amount of total Film allowable per circuit translates to:

• 110-120VAC: 33 linear feet (100 sq. ft) per zone

• 220-240VAC: 68 linear feet (200 sq. ft) per zone

Installations that require a larger amount of film per thermostat (over 200 sq. ft per zone) will require the use of the Master Thermostat and 

Slave Power Units:

• Up to 10 Slave Units can be used

• Example: Master Unit with 2 Slave Units:

 @110-120 VAC up to 66 linear feet (220 sq. ft.) max

 @220-240 VAC up to 136 linear feet (450 sq. ft.) max

For Installations requiring greater than 15 amps:

• Master Unit: Honeywell/Aube: TH115-AF-12VDC, Master Unit includes floor sensor.

 •Slave Power Unit: Honeywell/Aube: CT230 Power Unit connects to line 15 amp capacity.

Electrical Load Calculation

Current Calculation - Maximum Length per Circuit

 •For 120 VAC: I = .435 x L

• For 240 VAC: I = .220 x L

The following are the maximum amount of linear feet that can be run on a single 15 amp thermostat or Slave Power Unit:

• 110-120VAC: 33 linear feet (110 sq. ft)

• 220-240VAC: 68 linear feet (225 sq. ft)

 Note: Per NEC requirements, the load for each breaker on a circuit must not exceed 80% of the breakers capacity. A 20 amp breaker is 

required for a 15 amp load (16 Amps Max).

Build up / Stack up Procedures

Concrete / Slab on grade wet area installations using tile, stone or slate:

• Concrete slab     • Moisture Barrier     •Thermal Barrier     • Film      • Moisture Barrier      • Floor covering 

Concrete / Slab on grade dry area installations using structured or engineered flooring:

• Concrete slab      •Moisture Barrier     •Thermal Barrier     • Film       •Moisture Barrier      • Floor covering
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Plywood / Decking / Cement board wet area installations using tile, stone or slate:

 •Subfloor       • Moisture Barrier       • Thermal Barrier (optional)        • Film          • Moisture Barrier           • Floor covering 

Plywood / Decking / Cement board dry area installations using structured or engineered flooring:

• Subfloor   • Moisture Barrier (optional)     • Thermal Barrier (optional)       •Film       •Moisture Barrier (optional)   • Floor covering 

A wide variety of floor coverings can be installed over the film as in any normal installation. Since the film is durable and tough, it will not be 

affected by walking on it prior to tile installation. The film can be trimmed at angles to fit odd shaped areas; however there will be a loss of 

active areas between the given copper buss bars located within the trimmed area. Holes for access ports and such can be drilled or cut in

to the film, however as in the previous instance there will be a loss of active areas between the given copper buss bars located within the 

trimmed area. You may not install the film within ten inches of a drain, such as the toilet flange. Remember to test and check all of your 

electrical connections prior to taping of the terminals. It is not allowed by the National Electric Code to place nails, staples or other fasten-

ers through the carbon heating or copper bus bar zones. If a nail or staple is accidently placed through these area, they must be removed. 

Take your time when installing the system as to not miss any steps. Generally after the flooring is in place it is too late to correct any issues 

without causing significant damage to the system and surrounding structure.

Testing Completed Electrical Installation BEFORE Taping Terminals

The integrity of the installation can be testing simply by measuring the resistance of the two cold lead wires at the thermostat junction box, 

before connection to the thermostat. The following simple formulas will provide the CALCULATED RESISTANCE for the Carbonic Heat 

radiant film installation BASED ON LINEAR LENGTH OF INSTALLED FILM.

FOR 110-120 vac R=276    

                                L

FOR 220-240 vac R=1135

                                  L

R= Calculated Resistance (Ohms) L = Linear feet of film

The Linear Feet is taken as full width (40 inches). If a sheet is cut in half, down the center white strip cut line, then the “Linear Feet” is half 

the length.

TEST RESULTS:

If any terminal connection was missed, this would result in the resistance being significantly HIGHER than the calculation. If the MEA-

SURED resistance exceeds 20% of the calculated resistance, then the connections should be checked for proper contact of the terminal to 

the bus bar.

Note: An inexpensive DIGITAL Multimeter is all that is required. These are available in the electrical department of any department store. 

Analog meters (which have a needle rather than digital readout) are not recommended as they do not provide near enough information to 

have accurate results when calculating your formulas.

 •Set the meter for the reading resistance in ohms – Symbol is Ω

• Touch the meter’s probes to the two cold lead wires from the harness.

• Read the resistance from the digital display.
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Connection and Taping Procedure

Attach the Harness to the Film

Slide terminals onto the end of the film and position each one over a copper buss bar. The terminal is designed to be wider than the bus 

bar. The terminal can overlap in either direction. It is important to start by placing the center terminals first on the harness so the spacing 

will stay true to the center of the film. 

Crimp Each Terminal 

A flat face crimping tool is suggested but not required. Vice grips set for firm engagement, for example, can achieve acceptable results. The 

terminals have 11 lances that are designed to pierce the plastic insulation layer and make contact with the copper bus bars. The terminal is 

wider than the bus bar so it is not necessary for all the bayonets to pierce the bus bar. When finished, the terminal must be flat and the

lance “bayonets” seen on the female side of the terminal lances.

NOTE: A wood block tool by means of a 1” X 1” X 6” has been provided with the harness kit. Using this block as a punch tool will provide an 

excellent crimp result as well as a flat surface terminal. It is the preferred method by many installers. You may find that using a metal plate 

under the terminal provides a solid surface to use the wood punch method on when working on cement board, cork or a plywood subfloor. 

Similar results may be had with a 1” X 6” wooden dowel.
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Terminate and Tape
All the exposed terminals and copper buss bars at both ends of the sheet must be electrically isolated on both sides with the 1½” wide 

No.810 electrical tape from the film itself. The tape should be long enough to fold it over to cover the top side, as well. Two shorter pieces, 

each for the top and bottom can be used, if you wish. Do not use the tape sparingly! 

Sealing Tape

This step is specifically to provide a moisture seal for the terminals. Apply Sealing Tape to one side of film

to completely cover the taped terminals and the harness wire. 

Be sure that the Sealing Tape extends beyond the electrical tape on the terminals. Tape the opposite side for COMPLETE 

ENCAPSULATION of the taped terminals and the harness wire. The goal is to isolate the electrical taped terminals from any moisture.

Firmly Press the Shrink Tape down to the surface of the film and to the tape on the opposite side.

Tape the opposite end of the film. Failure to perform this step may result in conduction of electricity from the open ends of the copper bus 

bars when embedded in thinset. Do not subsititue tape. 

Thermostat Sensor Installation - All Installations

Before installing the flooring, the floor sensor must be attached. Install the sensor on at least 12” in from the wall and not near other sources 

of heat for optimum usage. As a secondary location you may place the sensor closer to the wall and baseboard however your readings will 

not be as accurate. The sensor should be mounted on one of the white, non heat producing strips or can be placed BETWEEN sheets of

film. Do NOT place directly on the heating area. The sensor may be taped to the film using electrical tape. The sensor wire is run to the 

conduit provide for it and up to the thermostat Junction Box. It is not uncommon to route a channel across the non heat generating areas so 

that the sensor is in a more level position to aid with the installation of the floor covering.

Testing of the electrical connection should be done before installation of any flooring.

Finishing up
It is important to double check your work prior to the final floor covering going down. Be sure to clean up your areas, and placing waste in 

their appropriate bins for recycling and waste disposal. Make sure that there are no exposed or loose wires anywhere within the areas you 

have been working and that the floor has been swept. It is important to not turn the system on right away if you have installed any type of

masonry products until they have been fully cured. More information on the cure times for adhesives and masonry products can be found at 

their respective manufactures websites.

Do not forget to make sure the breaker boxes are properly located and tagged with the correct information. It is wise to keep a copy of your 

film, harness and systems layout for future reference should there ever be the need for trouble shooting. 


